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Fun Stations/Science Nights
Fun Stations are a great way to create awesome science experiences that large numbers of children can enjoy! Our
engaging make-and-take projects really complete any event and make it special. Below you'll find just a few of our more
popular stations for your next carnival, picnic, festival or event. Call us for details and pricing regarding your customized
event.

Bubbling Potions
Come on by the Dry Ice Table and see how we make our most famous scientific potions, like
the Mad Science Bath and the Big Burp. It’s all about sublimation and cool science as our
Dry Ice demonstrations astound you.

Slippery Slime
Playing with Polymers is what Mad Science is all about! At our polymer table you can come
on over and create your own squishy, gooey cup of madness that will be yours to keep and
treasure forever!

Volcanoes
A modern twist on an old science fair classic. Once you get your hands on this Mad Science
Erlenmeyer flask you can watch the fun erupt. Everyone will get an action flask to keep and
experiment with.

Under Pressure
Learn how Bernoulli’s principle keeps planes in the sky and Ping-Pong balls floating in midair
at our air pressure fun table. Come and see how we can manipulate air pressure as we
make our own gliders.

Zap Attack
Test the conductivity of certain materials as we generate a storm of electrons in our
Plasma Spheres. Witness our indoor lightning bolts as we create circuits together.

Cotton Candy Chemistry
Learn how heat and centrifugal force can transform sugar crystals into delicious
candy floss at our Cotton Candy Table!

Super Sticky Station
Make a new friend with this lab worthy fellow. Sure he’s a little “clingy”, but that’s what makes
him great. Professor Beakerdude teaches the basics of adhesives by way of stickers, suction
cups, waxed yarn & other adhesive items.

Radical Robots
Science is in motion at the Radical Robots table. Come on by and play all sorts of games
against other human and robotic opponents.

Do U.V. what I see?
Learn all about the sun’s harmful rays as you make your own Ultra Violet light ray detector
bracelet or key ring. Once these devices are present in sunlight you’ll see awesome color
changes that detect UV radiation.

Acids & Bases
Learn all about how these types of chemicals can be identified and their uses. See how
they react together and get your very own Reaction Tube kit with a break resistant plastic
test tube, rubber stopper, a test tube stand you make yourself and a pack of pH test paper
to experiment with.

Superball Factory
Fill these amazing chambers with our secret sand and dunk them in water for sixty
seconds. Then spin them dry and crack them open to reveal an incredible high bounce ball
that you created!

Magnetic Magic
Take a magnet through a maze and discover why magnets can levitate. Learn how like
poles repel and opposites attract as we explore this strange and powerful force together.
Then make your own floating magnet kit with three colorful magnets, a plastic base and
plastic connecting rod for hours of magnetic fun.

Rocket Launches
Everyone is thrilled to watch our exciting rocket launches from Ground Control! Try to
track the rockets as they are launched hundreds of feet into the air!
Note: A large outdoor space is necessary for this station

Contact us to customize a station for your event!

